
Build Lasting 
Relationships
Deliver Powerful  
Subscriber Experiences

How do you create a powerful
subscriber experience?

Too many calls that incur too many costs, with no  
resolution for the core issues by day’s end. Subscribers 
become furious, churn rates go up and you see fewer 
opportunities to increase ARPU. 

Think about how your experience might change if you 
could resolve issues in a fraction of the time and at a  
fraction of the costs with better Subscriber Management?

Every day, your subscriber base changes, making it tough 
to stay on top of new and different usage behaviors,  
preferences and patterns. Yet, as subscribers change, 
your approach to customer support must change, too. 
The most successful service providers now view customer 
support calls as an opportunity to deliver a strong brand 
experience that drives loyalty and helps reduce churn.

A major component of this approach is to transform 
every subscriber call into a positive, memorable 
experience. It happens when you can provide responsive, 
proactive solutions that enable subscribers to self-serve 
and empower support teams to problem-solve more 
effectively. 

Think of it this way: the subscriber experience you deliver 
has become a powerful differentiator in a highly competitive 
market. Subscribers want a better experience. Happy,  
satisfied subscribers make fewer support calls and are 
less likely to churn. It’s a win-win for you and your 
subscribers. 
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Better experience.  
Happier subscribers. 
Less churn. 
Tailored specifically for service provider Help Desk staff, 
Calix Support Cloud helps you:

Diagnose system errors, monitor network performance 
and troubleshoot subscribers’ concerns. Calix Support 
Cloud simultaneously and proactively monitors, reports 
and fixes issues before your subscriber calls you with a 
complaint. Self-healing scans the network daily and 
analyzes traffic flow.  You can see your subscribers’ 
bandwidth application traffic usage all the way to the device 
(e.g. iPhone, laptop, etc.). If the wireless network is having 
issues, the system allows you to see what is limiting 
performance and which devices are impacted in real-time.

Gain operational efficiencies with real time troubleshooting 
and root cause analysis at your Help Desk fingertips.  
Tailored specifically for service provider Help Desk staff, 
Calix Support Cloud helps you diagnose system errors, 
monitor network performance and troubleshoot subscribers’ 
concerns. Calix Support Cloud delivers operational efficiencies 
with real time trouble shooting and root cause analysis at 
your Help Desk fingertips, reducing Average Handling Time 
(AHT) for all tiers of support and reducing the need for 
truck rolls.

Scale with your business as your subscriber base evolves, 
working alongside your support desk software. As a 
growing company, you need something you can get up and 
running easily, but that will also scale with your business. 
Ensuring that users are quickly able to understand the  
interface and that it works consistently will minimize the 
number of call center issues. By keeping implementation 
times short and maintenance low, you have more time to 
focus on resolving subscriber issues and implementing 
new subscriber experience enhancements.

Transform subscriber calls into brand 
experiences that drive loyalty and  
reduce churn. 
For more information, please visit: 
Calix.com/calix_cloud/support-cloud.html

F E AT U R E
Calix Support Cloud 
Device Management 
Edition

Calix Support Cloud 
Experience Manage-
ment Edition

Mesh Enhanced 
Carrier Class Wi-Fi 
Management

Mesh Enhanced 
Carrier Class Wi-Fi 
Troubleshooting

Additional 3rd party 
device support

Smartcheck: WAN 
(ping test)

Smartcheck: Wi-Fi

Smartcheck: Client 
devices

Traffic Monitor 
(applications)

Benefit From:
nn Increased ARPU

nn Lower churn

nn Improved marketing campaign 
effectiveness

nn Greater visibility into customer 
behaviors

nn Improved subscriber 
satisfaction

Key Features:
nn Powerful, actionable 

insights into  
subscriber behavior 

nn Built-in segment reports 
and capability to quickly 
generate data for  
campaigns

nn Powerful self-serve  
customization capabilities

nn Customer Adoption and 
Success Program to  
fast-track your success  
and ensure ROI




